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INTRODUCTION
The truth is that the top law firms require a virtually 24/7 commitment from their employees and partners . . . . Solicitors with family responsibilities almost inevitably work fewer hours, and therefore do not carry the same heft as those sad people who have no life but their work. And, in our society, it is far more common for women to have the family responsibilities . . . . What is needed is a change of culture which is easy to say, but quite hard to achieve . . . . I fear that, when push comes to shove . . . corporations may decide that they want obsessive, testosterone-driven men rather than balanced, sensible women fighting their corner—even though it is often the balanced sensible women who will very often be more effective advisers and advocates.1

I certainly wouldn’t recommend my kids to work in a firm like this . . . I mean, the rewards are there, not just the money . . . but it’s dysfunctional, we all know it is . . . I’ll get to see the kids at weekend, and that’s if I’m lucky.2

Across jurisdictions, and with few exceptions, debates about gender equity in the legal profession continue to be discursively positioned in terms of the law’s “women problem.” Challenging the practices of men (at its simplest, what men do) has long been a central theme within feminist legal
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Engaging men in gender equality projects, “to try and galvanize as many men and boys as possible to be advocates for gender equality,” is itself widely recognized across a range of policy contexts as a key part of affecting organizational change whereby, put simply, “Men . . . Gender equality is your issue too.” Yet the sense in which men have been seen and yet not seen (as men) is reflected in the dominant framing of contemporary debates around a wide range of issues relating to gender equity in the legal profession.

In relation to flexible working and work-life balance, for example, and the interconnections of gender and parenting in law firms more generally, we see a common pattern. That is, just as questions about men’s practices and identities are rendered invisible (as these issues become seen as either problems of or primarily about women), an ostensibly gender-neutral (but in fact highly gendered, masculine) model of the “bleached out” ideal legal worker systematically constructs women in terms of “otherness” to the male gendered norm. That is, just as men as men fade from sight within discussions of gender equity, the deleterious consequences for women of some gendered cultures and practices, as numerous studies of women and the world’s legal professions attest, become all too clear.

This Article seeks to reframe and turn this conversation on its head, taking up Hannah Brenner’s recent call to reconceptualize problems and rethink solutions around gender equity in the profession. It does so by
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8. Brenner’s analysis begins from the premise that gender inequality in the legal profession should be characterized as a problem of ethics; in particular, she calls for the development of new theories and new ways of thinking to push debates forward in this area, which in many ways have stalled. This entails moving beyond a study of barriers in private practice and considering aspects of legal education itself. See Hannah Brenner, Expanding
moving beyond the frame of the retention of women and exploring selected aspects of the gendered practices of men in relation to this notion of the ideal legal professional in large transnational “city” law firms. The Article traces how particular ideas about men and gender are, on closer examination, implicated in a broader recasting of lawyer professionalism within the increasingly hypercompetitive field of corporate legal practice.

The discussion is primarily focused on the United Kingdom and what is more commonly termed “big law” in the United States. It is in this area that initiatives to tackle problems around work-life balance and well-being appear most developed and policies and concerns about gendered workplace cultures and practices have come under most scrutiny. The broader themes addressed, however, have wider resonance for the legal profession.

The analysis is focused, more specifically, on two interrelated areas each of which has been the subject of growing concern in the United Kingdom in recent years. First, what has become known as the work-life debate in law, and second, the issue of well-being in the legal profession. The Article argues that rethinking the relationship between men, law, and gender can help better understand the seemingly entrenched nature of problems and, with it, the complex dynamics of resistance to change in the profession. On closer examination, I suggest the framing of debate around gender equity and inclusion in the United Kingdom is marked by implicit and often problematic assumptions about the relationship between men, the gendered cultures of large law firms, and processes of identity formation as a legal professional.
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I. LEGAL MASCULINITIES AND THE REFOCUSING ON MEN AS MEN IN LAW FIRMS

First, what is meant, within the specific context of corporate legal practice, by refocusing on men as men? In the field of law, as in other disciplines, the primary focus of feminist work understandably has tended to be on women and women’s lives, including studies of women in the legal profession. Nonetheless by the early to mid-1990s within legal scholarship in the United Kingdom, and drawing on an extensive body of interdisciplinary work commonly referred to as the “critical study of men and masculinities”14 (CSMM), masculinity was already, to a degree, on the agenda in legal studies in new kind of way. Positioned, broadly, as part of attempt by feminist and pro-feminist legal scholars to question how, across diverse areas of law, men are seen as the unspoken, taken-for-granted norm (“benchmark”) in ways that draw, in particular, on assumptions about masculinity.15

In more recent years there has been a significant growth of interest in these pro-feminist engagements with masculinities. Legal studies internationally have seen the emergence of a body of scholarship seeking to explore and conceptualize more precisely what it means to speak of “men” as a gender category in relation to law.16 This work is drawing, to varying degrees, and in different ways across countries, on the CSMM scholarship referred to above.17 In the United States, it has taken the form of an engagement with “multidimensional masculinity theory,”18 reframing how
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masculinity is approached in law and building, in particular, on insights of critical race and intersectionality scholarship. The new masculinities work raises some intriguing and important questions for research on gender equity and inclusion in the legal profession.

In what way is this so? Questions about men’s practices, identities, and, indeed, bodies, as we shall see, underscore diverse aspects of the contemporary debate around gender equity and inclusion. Recognizing that “men” is a heterogeneous category (see below) and that there is no one “male” experience, engagement with the multidimensional nature of masculinity embraces complex interconnections of race, class, and gender within the corporate legal workplace. It questions the reproduction (and challenging) of the organizational workplace structures and cultures widely seen to be marked by a hegemony of men or rather, more accurately, certain kinds of men; more specifically, in the U.K. context as elsewhere, white, middle/upper-middle class, able-bodied men. It is precisely these gendered (masculine) cultures and corporate practices that impact on women and men in areas such as promotion, work satisfaction, levels of retention/attrition, experience of sexist cultures, and differences in pay.


22. Or a characterization of law as a masculine profession historically marked, as Julie Ashdown puts it in this colloquium, as “pale, male, and stale (that is, white, male, and older).” Julie Ashdown, Shaping Diversity and Inclusion Policy with Research, 83 Fordham L. Rev. 2249, 2249 (2015). Hilary Sommerlad and her colleagues also draw attention in the U.K. context to the “legacy of the profession’s white, male elitist origins” and the continued “significance of cultural stereotypes.” See SOMMERLAD, supra note 6, at 6.
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There have been numerous internal networks established in law firms, commissioned research studies, initiatives, and other exhortations to “work better”; the profession has seen the development of specific policies around flexible working and, more recently, well-being. Yet there still appears, as Savita Kumra terms it in this colloquium, a marked “disconnect” between the declared organizational commitment to address gender equity and what research suggests are the everyday realities of many aspects of contemporary corporate legal practice.

Having set out what it means to name men as men in this context, in the following section, I explore more closely assumptions that underscore this “ideal” gender-neutral legal worker. I do so in the specific context of debates and developments around two issues: work life balance and well-being.

II. WORK-LIFE, WELL-BEING, AND THE IDEA OF THE “COMMITTED” CORPORATE LAWYER

The well documented “double bind” facing women lawyers is a central theme within feminist-inflected research highlighting the way pressures, demands, and expectations around parenting, domestic labor, and, increasingly, elder care can play out differently for women compared to those facing many men. In the words of Lord Neuberger, speaking in the 2014 Rainbow Lecture on Diversity in the U.K. House of Commons, the “virtually 24/7 commitment” required by top firms from their employees...
and partners means that “solicitors with family responsibilities almost inevitably work fewer hours, and therefore do not carry the same heft . . . And, in our society, it is far more common for women to have the family responsibilities.” “What is needed,” he continues, “is a change of culture.” Building on the discussion in the previous section, such change presumably includes men (in this case male corporate lawyers) taking greater responsibility for and participating more in child care, domestic labor, and other related practices; in effect, readjusting their priorities and changing, for example, fathering practices (a change which, it is then acknowledged, “is easy to say, but quite hard to achieve”).

The picture is, of course, more complex. In moving beyond and challenging the assumptions of rational choice and human capital theory, and drawing on an array of theoretical and methodological approaches, an extensive body of socio-legal work has drawn attention to the structural and cultural grounding of these problems of gender equity in law. It has explored, for example, how such apparent “choice” is exercised within specific situated contexts; how it is subject to distinctive gendered rationalities that are mediated by relational networks shaped by wider structural-economic constraints and historically embedded ideas of racial and gender capital. There remains a sense, nonetheless, that contemporary debates around work life balance in law—which encompass far more than questions about care and family responsibility34—remain premised on assumptions about the precise nature of this gendered commitment and men’s obligations and responsibilities (or rather lack thereof).

III. WORK/LIFE, WELL-BEING, AND MEN: WHAT DO WE KNOW?

What, therefore, is known about men, work-life balance, and well-being in corporate legal practice? Drawing on what research does exist in the field, it is possible to make several observations. Research studies
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32. Compare Sommerlad, supra note 6, at 39–41, with Catherine Hakim, Key Issues in Women’s Work: Female Diversity and the Polarisation of Women’s Employment 145–84 (2d ed. 2004). Human capital theory has been described as “the favoured refrain of neo-liberalism,” a perspective that sees individual choice as accounting for why so few women are at the top of the legal hierarchy. See Thornton & Bagust, supra note 6, at 794.
35. This section draws in particular on two research studies conducted by the author and funded respectively by the British Academy and the Socio-Legal Studies Association. See Richard Collier, Male Lawyers and the Negotiation of Work and Family Commitments, (British Academy, SG Study Ref. No. 31920) (on file with author) [hereinafter BA Study];
indicate that concerns about poor work-life balance and well-being within corporate law firms cannot, at a general level, be confined to women. Men, certainly, do leave large law firms, transferring in-house or, in some cases, exiting the profession citing work-life balance as a factor in their decision. The processes of inculcation into this 24/7 culture of commitment, however, appear formidable, willingly embraced by many young men and women as part of “the deal” the would-be successful lawyer in this area of corporate legal practice is seen as inevitably having to make:

Long hours . . . are an inevitable consequence of wanting to earn lots of money in the City . . . if you want the benefits, the intellectual benefits, financial benefits, whatever, this is the deal . . . no one is going to give me anything for free . . . no one forces me to do this job . . . either you buy into it or you don’t . . .

If the emergence of a new form of hypercompetitive legal professionalism and restructuring of career paths, discussed elsewhere by Eli Wald, is reconfiguring the nature of this “deal” for law firm associates and trainees, it remains structurally embedded in workplace practices and cultures, not least in dominant organizational models of billing. It is also gendered in distinctive ways in terms of understandings of the idea of “balance” between the personal consequences of such commitment with what are, for some at least, the considerable potential rewards of a successful career in a corporate law firm.

In what way is this so? Closer examination of work-life balance and men’s parenting in the context of large law firms is revealing in this regard. There is a need at the outset to situate and recognize the multidimensional nature of fatherhood; relationship status (for example, if coresidential, partnered, or separated), age and family size (including age of children),

SLSA Study 2011, supra note 2 (respectively). For a full discussion of the former, including methodology, see COLLIER, supra note 16, at 152–56. These projects involved two tranches of interviews (initially of 25, then 20; 45 total) with male lawyers and human resource/personnel managers located primarily within the City of London. See Collier, Rethinking, supra note 16, at 413. Interview data and quotations from interviewees have been largely excised from this account, but where included, citation is provided to the specific source. This discussion also draws on themes with which Professor Margaret Thornton recently dealt. See, e.g., Margaret Thornton, Australian National University College of Law, Work-Life or Work/Work? Corporate Legal Practice in the 21st Century, Keynote Address at the Innovations in Legal Practice Conference at the University of Portsmouth (Oct. 31, 2014) (on file with author). The latter article addresses dilemmas arising from pressure for flexible work in legal practice in light of a neoliberal turn that emphasizes profit maximization and the long-hours culture, and draws on some of Professor Thornton and this author’s other findings. See Margaret Thornton & Richard Collier, Balancing Law and Life (2011–14) (ongoing research project for the Australian Research Council).
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race, ethnicity, class, sexuality, and health each, amongst many other things, mediate individual experiences of parenthood and family within specific contexts. Nonetheless, at the very least, the constraints on men’s parenting that result from the kinds of commitment and demands being required by large law firms do not only run counter to the model of positive “engaged” fathering that has informed social and legal policy in the United Kingdom over the past two decades.  

40 It is a model of commitment that also clashes strikingly with the kind of cultural change in law being sought by Lord Neuberger.  

There is, however, a complexity and nuance to men’s actual practices and experiences within corporate legal practice that suggests this model of the ideal (masculine, unencumbered) worker needs fleshing out in the context of social changes and new frameworks around equality and diversity.  

42 I have argued in more detail elsewhere, for example, drawing on sociological work and empirical research focusing on the gendered experiences of male corporate lawyers, that complex and often contradictory ideas about men, gender, and parenthood can coexist within particular organizational contexts in law firms.  

43 Male lawyers with fathering responsibilities may, for example, understand their practices as men through reference to diverse and conflicting ideas about masculinity, fatherhood, and what it means to be (and, importantly, to be seen as) a “good dad,” a responsible “family man,” and a “successful lawyer,” each of which can vary at different moments of the life course.  

44 At the same time, just as not all male lawyers can be seen as beneficiaries in the same way of the gendered cultures of corporate legal practice, it is also important to recognize the complex organizational interplays of gender and racial capital and the presence, for example, of concealed biases amongst men.  
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what is deemed culturally appropriate “for a man” within a specific law firm/workplace context, encompassing gendered notions about, for example, men and vulnerability, emotion, weakness, ideas of strength, resilience, and commitment can also shape the way flexible working policy is understood at both an individual and organizational level.46

To pursue this theme, in the case of well-being the emerging picture in contemporary debates in the United Kingdom is of a legal profession facing pressing problems, if not a coming crisis, in terms of a range of concerns around the psychological and physical health of lawyers.47 This debate is, on the face of it, gender-neutral. Yet a cursory look at research on the interconnections between men, gender, and mental health suggests that ideas around gender, vulnerability, and emotion intersect with individual men’s subjective experiences in law firms in ways that can have implications for how problems around well-being in law are understood and appropriate solutions formulated. For example, men’s well-documented reluctance to seek help at times of emotional difficulty has been seen in this literature to connect to wider social processes around gender and masculine identity formation and cultural ideas about, in particular, heterosexual masculinity.48 The growing research base on well-being in law, in turn, as well as the wider interdisciplinary scholarship around men’s physical and mental health during the life course, suggests these questions of gender, emotion, and vulnerability inform subjective experience of well-being in various ways.49

It is intriguing, therefore, how there has emerged in this burgeoning literature on well-being in the legal profession50 a distinctly gendered narrative around what can be summarized as the “cracking up” of the “alpha
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In a competitive, long hours, “neoliberal workplace”; a narrative in which the pressures and anxieties associated with highly demanding (if for some lucrative) work as a city lawyer become interlinked to particular assumptions about men and masculinities, men’s health, and, increasingly within the debate in the profession, concerns around suicide. The public comments of an Australian judge, speaking of his experiences of depression, illustrate what has become a far broader theme in this international literature and debate around well-being in law:

I just thought [in a] typical Australian male situation: “Pull up your socks, kick yourself in the backside, you’ll be right, don’t tell anyone anything. It’s a sign of weakness. Just battle through and you’ll turn a corner”—which is nonsense. Your family can tell when there’s something wrong.

These debates reveal fault lines within, and a degree of complexity to, the ideal of the bleached out (masculine) professional considered above. There is, however, a “flip side” to this argument if we consider further how a commitment to particular ideas of success can connect to gender stereotypes. To return to the notion of the “deal” or trade off the would-be successful corporate lawyer is seen as inevitably having to make, in particular, it becomes possible to see how ideas about men and gender also function to hold together an apparent tension between a recognition of the need for change and seeming reluctance to address men’s precise role in bringing such change about—why, more precisely, in Lord Neuberger’s words, change in law firms may be so “easy to say, but quite hard to achieve.”

---


52. See Clare Wylie et al., Suicide and Society 1–3 (2012), http://www.samaritans.org/sites/default/files/kcfinder/files/Men%20and%20Suicide%20Research%20Report%2020120912.pdf. A flavor of the debate can be found in Owen Jones, Man Up? Snap Out of It? Why Depressed Men Are Dying for Somebody to Talk To, GUARDIAN, Aug. 16, 2014, at 11. To place this in wider context, it is important to note that in the United Kingdom suicide is the biggest killer of men between twenty and forty-nine years of age (eclipsing road accidents, cancer, and coronary heart disease). See also Robert Crampton, When a Man Admits He Has Feelings, It’s Not Weakness—It’s Progress, TIMES (London), Nov. 26, 2013, at 2–3.
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In what way is this so? I have argued in other work that for male lawyers working in an area of the legal profession in which organizational commitment to long hours is deeply embedded, some particular ideas can shape the formation of a masculine identity as a successful corporate lawyer. More specifically, considerable subjective importance is attached to ideas about, for example, social status and the development of a corporate lawyer lifestyle; a lifestyle informed by ideas about distinction (from other lawyers) and consumption of “high end” positional goods and services. For those men then who are fathers, especially but not exclusively those with young children, whilst securing this lifestyle and being a successful lawyer in the highly competitive field of corporate law may then appear, for some at particular moments in the life course, as inimical to having flexibility in work, this is not the whole story; the need to maintain such a lifestyle itself becomes a key motivational force underscoring the commitment to a career in corporate law.

Enmeshed with this, importantly, is an issue that is often overlooked in the work-life and well-being in law literature; that is, the psychosocial dimensions of what are then seen as the intrinsic rewards, pleasures, and other “seductions” of many aspects of corporate legal work. The following comments capture a recurring theme within interviews with corporate male lawyers:

You know, my deal is on the front page of The Times and I have been up five nights without sleep, and had just flown . . . to get something signed . . . how exciting is that?56

For me, it’s the unpredictability, the adrenaline, the late nights, the falling out, the adversarial nature and everything about transaction meetings is what attracts me to what I do.57

For those men who might wish to assume greater caring roles, undoubtedly, tensions can appear. It is with regard to the transition between work and home, in particular, that frictions can emerge for some between, on the one hand, their everyday subjective experiences of interdependent, affective family relationships and responsibilities; and, on the other hand, the considerable temporal, spatial, and emotional demands of their work as relatively high paid, elite, professional city lawyers. If we look closer at these tensions, however, it becomes clearer how the “ideal” worker model and related assumptions about (gendered) commitment are themselves

---

55. For a further discussion on these themes, see Collier, supra note 16, and Collier, Rethinking, supra note 16. See also Groysberg & Abrahams, supra note 44 (noting gender differences in definitions of professional success amongst senior executives and that “[a] lower percentage of women than of men list financial achievement as an aspect of personal or professional success”). The centrality of ideas about lifestyle, consumption, and social/professional status chime with the representations of a legal career held out in the promotional material used by corporate legal firms in recruiting law students. See Richard Collier, ‘Be Smart, Be Successful, Be Yourself . . .’?: Representations of the Training Contract and Trainee Solicitor in Advertising by Large Law Firms, 12 INT’L J. LEGAL PROF. 51, 58 (2005).
57. See id. (interview with partner).
shaped by some diverse and often contradictory ideas about men and masculinity.

I have argued in this part that closer interrogation of interconnections between men, gender, and professional identity formation suggests that there is a richness and complexity to this ostensibly gender-neutral idea of commitment within corporate legal practice. In the following penultimate part I wish to dig deeper and consider how these gendered dimensions interweave normative ideas around masculinity with wider political, economic, and cultural shifts. In seeking to understand why it may be that so many law firms, as Kumra terms it, appear to be “busy doing nothing” whilst espousing a rhetoric of change, an engagement with the gendered dimensions of this “bigger picture” can shed further light on revealing, and troubling, shifts within the contemporary legal profession in relation to questions about men and gender equity.58


Money motivates, status motivates . . . All organizations have competition in amongst them, but some encourage it more than others. I guess we encourage it.59

In his comments on diversity in the U.K. legal profession, Lord Neuberger makes a now-familiar connection between cultures and practices in law that are discursively positioned as masculine, male-dominated, and problematic (for women) and the “business case” for gender equality in the profession.60 Everyone is a winner, not least the law firm, if we address problems around equality and diversity.61 In this section I reconsider the limits of this business case for equality.62 I do so by exploring how a reframing of legal professionalism is itself linked to structural and political changes that, far from resulting in greater equality and inclusion in law, may somewhat paradoxically be seeing the further entrenching of the power and privilege of already socially dominant groups.

Hilary Sommerlad argues that the emergence over recent decades of an explicitly commercial professional paradigm within legal practice and, increasingly, legal education in the United Kingdom has been marked by a

58. See Kumra, supra note 28, at 2278.
59. BA Study, supra note 35 (interview with male partner).
60. See Neuberger, supra note 1. This business case in relation to well-being is a particular feature of reporting in the legal professional press in the United Kingdom. See, e.g., Jonathan Rayner, Staff Wellbeing: Fit For Purpose, L. SOC’Y GAZETTE (Sept. 2, 2013), http://www.lawgazette.co.uk/staff-wellbeing-fit-for-purpose/5037241.article.
61. See Joanne P. Braithwaite, Diversity Staff and the Dynamics of Diversity Policy-Making in Large Law Firms, 13 LEGAL ETHICS 141, 155–63 (2010); see also Louise Ashley, Making a Difference?: The Use (and Abuse) of Diversity Management at the UK’s Elite Law Firms, 24 WORK, EMP. & SOC. 711, 719–21 (2010).
reinforcing of technocratic modes of control. These have required a “shift from a profession overtly based on traditional status categories and the use of mechanisms of patronage to effect professional closure, to one which espouses meritocratic, economically rational practices.”

As debates around work-life balance and well-being illustrate only too well, there is an acute awareness of and sensitivity to the contemporary political resonance of discourses around gender equity and diversity in law. At the same time, however, noting the tenacious hold of gender divisions and cultures in the corporate legal workplace, Sommerlad observes how “existing power relations [can be] maintained through [organizational] adaptation to historical change.”

This theme of adaptation takes on a particular significance in the context of what a growing body of research suggests has become, in fact, a pronounced degree of gendered segmentation within the U.K. legal profession. That is, notwithstanding the new opportunities for some individuals that the neoliberal-driven deregulation of legal services may have afforded in the United Kingdom, the emergence of a new (feminized) underclass of lawyering encompasses in its practices a wide range of tasks traditionally associated with legal knowledge management and assigning of routine work to law firm employees or else through outsourcing. This, recent research suggests, is then serving to elide the distinction between law firm associates and paralegals, managed positions culturally marked as feminine, in contrast to the (encoded as masculine) domain of the highly competitive and financially lucrative law firm partnership.

Yet how, more precisely, is this relevant to issues of gender and the naming of men as men within corporate legal practice discussed above? These processes are occurring against the backdrop of an increasingly hypercompetitive legal-business culture and, moreover, within the context of a production process in law and financial services that embodies in many respects the entrepreneurial and market-orientated values associated with neoliberalism. It is at a nexus of these developments, more specifically,
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63. Sommerlad, Researching, supra note 13, at 192.
64. Id.
65. Id. at 193.
68. See also Margaret Thornton, Hypercompetitiveness or a Balanced Life? Gendered Discourses in the Globalisation of Australian Law Firms, 17 LEGAL ETHICS 153, 162 (2014).
69. Thornton & Bagust, supra note 6, at 788; Joanne Bagust, The Culture of Bullying in Australian Corporate Law Firms, 17 LEGAL ETHICS 177, 192–200 (2014).
70. See Thornton, supra note 68; Wald, supra note 10, at 2245.
that these processes track to new configurations around men and gender as large corporate law firms have themselves come to exemplify aspects of what the sociologists Raewyn Connell and James Messerschmidt term the emergence of a new form of hegemonic, global “transnational business masculinity.”

The concept has been used within sociological and legal scholarship to refer to a new form of masculinity that empirical and theoretical studies of men suggest has emerged over the past two decades or so among globally mobile managers and businessmen; a group, I argue elsewhere, personified in certain respects by the figure of the transnational city corporate male lawyer. It is a model of masculinity marked by (1) an acute individualism and high degree of self-reflexivity (not least toward career management), (2) a conditional loyalty to law firm/organization, (3) an acceptance of competition and the inevitable, and (4) the inescapable nature of the “deal” that must be made in pursuing a successful career in this area of law. There is a recognition, in particular, of the “bottom line” rationale that the logic of the market will ultimately frame the determination of the acceptability, or otherwise, of initiatives to tackle issues of, for example, work life balance or well-being in the law.

Why, however, is this significant for gender equity? Far from seeing any feminization of the legal profession—notwithstanding the well-documented gender transformation at point of entry to law internationally—it may be more accurate to trace what is more akin to a re-gendering (and in some accounts, indeed, a re-masculinization) of law in ways aligned to these processes of organizational adaptation to formal equality agendas and a reframing of legal professionalism itself. More specifically, an increasing


75. See, e.g., Andrew Francis, Legal Ethics, the Marketplace and the Fragmentation of Legal Professionalism, 12 INT’L J. LEGAL PROF. 173, 174–76 (2005); Donald Nicolson &
degree of (gendered) polarization or segmentation within the legal workforce is taking place in the context not just of the outsourcing of legal services and emergence of a new legal “precariat,” but also a growing division, in terms of income, status, size, and influence, between elite corporate firms and “the rest.” It is particularly striking how within the legal profession some culturally powerful and resonant ideas about high income, professional status, and prestige (relative to other fields of law), about social class and global mobility continue to be hierarchically associated with the still predominantly male corporate law firm partner and, importantly, the very workplace cultures associated with the form of transnational business masculinity discussed above.76

Moving beyond well-established concerns around the “proletarianization” and deskilling of legal professionals,77 social, economic, and political shifts within corporate legal practice would thus appear to have a distinctly gendered inflection. Lisa Webley illustrates this U.K. inflection in this colloquium, which is connected to wider processes of social closure around access to and the development of a career within the legal profession.78 The deployment of an ostensibly gender-neutral notion of “merit,” in particular, Hilary Sommerlad suggests, serves not just to short-circuit these formal policies around equity and inclusion.79 It has itself historically policed the boundaries of legal professionalism while espousing a belief that law is always “open to all.”80 In such a context, there is reason to question the extent to which the traction now being afforded to the rhetoric of gender equity at an organizational level, reflected in the promotion of flexible working and well-being policies, may clash with the realities of far wider sociopolitical and structural changes that are reshaping ideas of legal professionalism and ethics. These changes, in turn,
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76. See supra note 72 and accompanying text.

77. CHARLES DERBER, PROFESSIONALS AS WORKERS: MENTAL LABOR IN ADVANCED CAPITALISM (1982); Webley & Duff, supra note 62, at 394.

78. See generally Webley, supra note 67. See also Louise Ashley & Laura Empson, Differentiation and Discrimination: Understanding Social Class and Social Exclusion in Leading Law Firms, 66 HUM. REL. 219, 237–38 (2013) (arguing discrimination is a response to conflicting commercial imperatives). In her work Sommerlad has argued, notwithstanding what are at first sight apparently archaic forms of English class-based masculinity, considerable capital and value continues to attach to having the “right” social and educational background, the “right” voice, looking and speaking “the part,” in particular in relation to client-facing interactions. See Sommerlad, Researching, supra note 13, at 202–03; Hilary Sommerlad, Minorities, Merit and Misrecognition in the Globalized Profession, 80 FORDHAM L. REV. 2481, 2502 (2010) [hereinafter Sommerlad, Minorities]; see also Andy Cook, James Faulconbridge & Daniel Muzio, London’s Legal Elite: Recruitment Through Cultural Capital and the Reproduction of Social Exclusivity in City Professional Service Fields, 44 ENV’T & PLAN. 1744, 1746–47 (2012).

79. See Sommerlad, Researching, supra note 13; see also Sommerlad, Minorities, supra note 78.

80. Sommerlad, Researching, supra note 13, at 204–05; see also Sommerlad, Minorities, supra note 78, at 2501–03.
are linked to patterns of growing inequality and a realigning of the hegemony of (transnational) men within the social and political contexts of neoliberalism.81

Why, more precisely, is this significant for understanding men and gender? In the case of global corporate legal practice, and noting the transnational reach of such firms, recent sociological work on the new mobilities associated with neoliberalism sheds further light on corporate lawyers as part of an emerging kinetic elite class.82 Individuals committed to a form of hyper mobility and instantaneous communication that is driving contemporary corporate legal business strategy; businesses served, importantly, by a lawyer who is, as a result of technological development and investment, implicated in a broader blurring of the “work-life” divide, an individual who is never “offline,” who, in their “merged lives,” is potentially available “24/7” to meet client demands.83 In short, and somewhat paradoxically, at the very moment the U.K. legal profession appears to be committed to tackling problems around gender equity and inclusion, as reflected in the plethora of initiatives around work-life balance and well-being, a growing body of work suggests social divisions around class, race, and gender may be simultaneously entrenched, in ways that can serve to affirm the power and status of already privileged social groups—white, middle/upper-middle class men.84

CONCLUSION

The elephant in the room . . . is the idea that caring for children is a responsibility shared only between mothers and women who are childcareers. Boardrooms won’t change until the ownership of the responsibility of caring for children is shared with men.85

81. See supra note 72. For discussion of men, masculinity, and global finance, see Penny Griffin, Gendering Global Finance: Crisis, Masculinity, and Responsibility, 16 MEN & MASCULINITIES 9 (2014).

82. On the nomadic lifestyle of the affluent and highly mobile, see Monika Codourey, Mobile Identities and the Socio-Spatial Relations of Air Travel, 5 SURVEILLANCE & SOC’Y 188, 189 (2008).


84. It is important to place these debates in law in the context of broader political and cultural shifts in the United Kingdom and, in the context of neoliberal driven “austerity politics,” what has been identified as the further empowering of “the straight, white, middle class Default man.” See Grayson Perry, The Rise and Fall of Default Man, NEW STATESMAN (Oct. 8, 2014), http://www.newstatesman.com/culture/2014/10/grayson-perry-rise-and-fall-default-man. The World Economic Forum research suggests gender equality is actually worsening in the U.K. workplace. See Simon Goodley, UK Gender Gap Continues to Widen, Says World Economic Forum Report, GUARDIAN, Oct. 28, 2014, at 3. This locates debates about gender equity and inclusion in law in the broader context of far gender realignments associated with neoliberal politics and political attacks on equality agendas and social welfare.

If you spoke to male lawyers in City law firms, particularly those who have got children, and ask them if they are happy with their work life balance, I would expect very few to say they are. I imagine the stock response would be “no I’m not very happy, but I work in a City law firm and that’s how things are.”

I have argued in this Article that the idea of the “24/7” committed (masculine) professional rests on a complex set of assumptions around gender and emotion, care, dependency, and vulnerability. These assumptions also extend to corporeality and the gendered body, a body that is simply capable of laboring in this way, supported by an organizational infrastructure and a host of services provided by “big law.” Such a form of commitment depends on the work of others and is set within networks of interdependent familial and social relations; the work of all those who ultimately make possible such (on the surface) “unencumbered” commitment. Beatrix Campbell observes in her 2014 book *The End of Equality* how

> [t]he “working week” has been institutionalized in the interests of men unencumbered by duties of care . . . . “Private” and “free” time is neither private nor free. Time is disciplined by the daily seasons of work and the needs of others . . . . women’s presence in the world of waged work is permanent yet always contingent on taking care of care.

The logic of capital appears to ultimately dictate how the responsibilities to then deal with or otherwise manage the difficulties that can arise for this unencumbered worker are understood. Powerful and culturally resonant ideas enmeshed with neoliberalism about the ability to “make one’s own biography,” to engage in a reflexive “enterprise of the self,” to “choose” to aspire to succeed and so forth, and especially in relation to well-being to be “resilient,” have each taken on special force and poignancy within recent debates around work-life balance and well-being in law. Yet so long as the obligations of work-time autonomy are framed as no more than an individual responsibility to manage the self, to cope and to make it work, it would appear profoundly difficult to move beyond the terms of this present debate—beyond, first, the logic of commitment to the business case and economic growth that suggests when economic priorities dictate questions of equality are of secondary importance and, second, beyond a hypermasculine culture that authorizes the very practices, including forms
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86. SLSA Study 2011, *supra* note 2 (interview with male partner).
89. With the repeated mantra being that one can “be who you want to be,” that “aspiration” to success in life can be achieved through success in law.
of cultural sexism which can have such deleterious consequences for the health of many legal practitioners, female and male.\textsuperscript{91}

It is against this backdrop, therefore, that legal scholars across jurisdictions are now raising important questions about precisely the values and ethics to which contemporary legal practice and organizations should aspire. This debate is inseparable from concerns about equality and diversity in the profession as, importantly, transparent inequalities now have to be accounted for, and positions defended. In relation to well-being in law, new questions are emerging in particular about the subjective consequences, for both women and men, of such a form of commitment.\textsuperscript{92}

In the case of corporate legal practice, and in the context of an intensification of pressures on lawyers associated with the entrepreneurial, market-orientated temporal cultures of neoliberalism, it is bringing to the surface precisely how questions of values underscore debates around gender equity.\textsuperscript{93}

Perhaps we come, ultimately, to questions about what happens to the intelligent and productive minds corporate law firms continue to attract; questions about the nature of a legal workplace which, far from facilitating healthy and balanced lives, would appear, research suggests, to inhibit for some individuals ethical human interactions based on values of decency and respect. This is a culture marked by high levels of workplace stress which can itself, it would seem, cultivate oppression through fear of failure;\textsuperscript{94} a workplace shaped by appearance values, the use of proxies for ability (not least educational credentials/class background), high rewards and high stress and, simultaneously, economic and cultural imperatives which are now pushing lawyers away from “service”-orientated law careers. Somewhat paradoxically, at the very moment discourses of equality and inclusion are being embedded at an organizational level, the gendered, masculine nature of these cultures and disciplinary technologies adopted by management ensure that in many respects the masculinity of super-elite law firms\textsuperscript{95} is sustained. In such a context, there is reason to question how effective change strategies will be so long as problems in this area are


\textsuperscript{92} See generally ALAIN DE BOTT\textsuperscript{ON}, THE PLEASURES AND SORROWS OF WORK (2009); RICHARD SENNETT, THE CORROSION OF CHARACTER: THE PERSONAL CONSEQUENCES OF WORK IN THE NEW CAPITALISM (1998); RICHARD SENNETT, RESPECT IN A WORLD OF INEQUALITY (2003).

\textsuperscript{93} Francis & Sommerlad, supra note 13, at 79–80; Nicolson & Webb, supra note 75, at 165–66; Sommerlad, Researching, supra note 13, at 193–95; Webley & Duff, supra note 62, at 389.

\textsuperscript{94} For a further discussion of these themes, see Bagust, supra note 69.

\textsuperscript{95} For a further discussion of this association with masculinity, see Thornton, supra note 68, at 162 (2014). See also LOTTE BA\textsuperscript{ILYN}, BREAKING THE MOLD: WOMEN, MEN, AND TIME IN THE NEW CORPORATE WORLD (1993).
conceptualized as issues about women in which men, as men, are rendered invisible.

In conclusion, it is unsurprising therefore that the “obsessive, testosterone-driven” men “who work 24/7 in law firms” are simultaneously normalized and pathologized within debates around work-life balance and well-being in law. They appear as individuals to be admired/emulated whilst, at the same time, admonished as part of the “problem” that needs addressing. The gendered dynamics of a resistance to change coexists, paradoxically, with a formal acceptance of the need for such change. The demand for greater gender equity, for diversity, for a “better” and more representative kind of legal profession, encapsulated in the comments of Lord Neuberger, themselves runs alongside the systematic side stepping of any questioning of what it would actually mean in practice, at both an organizational and experiential level, for men to change.